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Under the creative direction of Adrienne Morea, 
Atlas Homewares has enhanced home décor 
with decorative hardware that is both inspiring  
and style driven. Drawing inspiration from  
every-thing from nature to global travel, the  
Atlas Designer strikes a connection with those 
who have an eye for fashion. Atlas Homewares  
aspires to set the trend when it comes to deco-
rative hardware. Each season brings a new  
collection ensuring a dynamic gallery from 
which to choose and longevity in an industry 
that demands a discerning eye.

To see all the Atlas Homewares'  
Collections visit: atlashomewares.com

New Steam Punk Collection 
from Atlas Homewares  
Captures the Essence of 
Retro Industrial Vibe
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Rocking  
the Steam 
Punk Style
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Los Angeles, CA – July 28, 2014 

Steam punk style is red-hot right now as new fans discover its eclectic mix  

of Victorian-inspired retro and mechanical chic. Taking inspiration from the  

turn-of-century Industrial Age with a touch of sci-fi style, the steam punk move-

ment is known for its heavy emphasis on exposed pipework and liberal use of metal  

and interesting textures. This look is a natural fit for fashion-forward Atlas Homewares, 

and their new Steam Punk Collection of pulls and handles is very much on-trend  

with this innovative style.  

“The steam punk movement fits the Atlas design aesthetic to a tee,” said Adrienne Morea, 

founder and president of Atlas Homewares. “It was inspired by turn-of-the-century style, 

the industrial revolution, the working of a society growing in a modern age. In other words, 

it’s retro with a modern edge – which is the Atlas look.”

Atlas Homewares offers the Steam Punk Collection in a variety of sizes ranging 

from 34 mm to 192 mm. Crafted to resemble industrial plumbing fixtures, the look 

is clean and contemporary but definitely rooted in bygone eras. The new line is  

available in Brushed Nickel and two stylish new finishes, Graphite - a rich complex 

grey and Vintage Brass - an unlacquered brass that never needs maintenance. The 

Steam Punk Collection is priced from $7.90 to $16.90.




